Introduction
The principle of Phonology-Free Syntax (see papers in Zwicky, 1969) states that syntax should not be influenced by phonological constraints. This predicts that choice in syntactic variation should not be affected by phonological constraints, such as the avoidance of identical adjacent elements (Frisch et al., 2004; Leben, 1973) . Only a few studies have investigated the extent to which phonological encoding can influence syntactic encoding and they have come to conflicting results (see Bock and Eberhard, 1993; Haskell and MacDonald, 2003; MacDonald et al., 1993) . I investigate the influence of phonological optimization at different levels of linguistic form on so called optional that, as in the following complement clauses (CC*s) and relative clauses (RC*s): * I am grateful for the discussions that lead to this paper. I would like to thank D. Pesetsky, N. Richards, and A. Marantz for raising the question whether optional that is allomorphy rather than syntactic variation. I am particularly thankful to A. Antilla and L. Blumenfeld, as well as B. Labov, N. Snider, L. Staum, and D. Jurafsky for productive discussions and advice. None of the above necessarily agrees with the views expressed here. The work presented in this paper comes in parts from a larger study on optional that presented in detail in my thesis (Jaeger, 2006a) . 1 Not all CCs and RCs exhibit optional that variation (see Huddleston and Pullum (2002) ). For most speakers of Standard American English, only finite, restrictive, non pied-piped, nonextraposed, non-subject-extracted RCs can occur without optional that. Similarly, some CCembedding verbs have been claimed to require that. Here only CCs and RCs compatible with optional that are considered (henceforth CC* and RC*, respectively). The "[ RC*/CC* …]" annotation merely highlights the constituent structure. No claims are intended about the constituent type of CCs and RCs.
Earlier studies have not distinguished between phonological constraints at different levels of linguistic form. For example, sentence phonology (prosody) is not the same as segmental phonology (see paper in Inkelas and Zec, 1990) , and there is evidence from speech errors that prosodic encoding precedes segmental encoding during language production (Cutler, 1980) . It is possible that the former would influence syntactic production but the latter not. Indeed, Zec and Inkelas (1990) present cross-linguistic evidence that this is the case. They propose that the only phonological information available to syntax is prosodic structure. I discuss three types of form-related OCP effects: (a) the potential avoidance of adjacent identical segments by producing or omitting optional that (Section 3); (b) the avoidance of adjacent identical word forms (Section 4); and (c) the avoidance of adjacent stressed/unstressed syllables (Section 5). The studies presented here also differ from earlier work in that they are based on a corpus of spontaneous speech rather than speech elicited in laboratory experiments, where participants (re-)produce sentences out of context (and often without a communicative goal). Before I turn to (a) -(c), I briefly provide an introduction to existing accounts of optional that.
2.
Accounts of Optional that The likelihood of optional that is co-determined by processing complexity (Ferreira and Dell, 2000; Hawkins, 2004; Race and MacDonald, 2003) .
2 For example, speakers are more likely to produce that for CC*s and RC*s that begin with complex subject phrases (Jaeger and Wasow, 2005; Race and MacDonald, 2003; Roland et al., 2005) , for CC*s and RC*s that are less predictable given the preceding context (Jaeger, 2006a; Wasow et al., to appear) , and in disfluent environments (the two effects are cumulative, Jaeger, 2006a) .
In the linguistic literature, there is some controversy as to whether optional that is a case of allomorphy (Pesetsky, 1991, inter alia) or syntactic variation (Doherty, 2000; Ferreira and Dell, 2000, inter alia) . If optional that is a case of allomorphy, conditioning by phonological constraints would not be surprising. Pesetsky (1991) suggests that zero complementizers (the absence of optional that in CC*s) are affixes that attach to the embedding verb. The evidence given for this view is the apparent ban of zero complementizers in CC*s that are not adjacent to the embedding verb, as in (3) and (4) This evidence is weaker than it may appear. Zero complementizers do not categorically require adjacency to the embedding verb. Examples like (4) do occur without complementizer that (albeit rarely, see e.g. Hawkins, 2001 ).
Furthermore, both (3) and (4) are already accounted for by processing-based theories of optional that. Subject complement clauses, as in (3), are rare and hence low in predictability. Given that CC* predictability correlates with higher complementizer likelihood, predictability may provide an explanation both for apparently categorical cases like (3) and gradient effects in other environments. Similarly, processing-based accounts of optional that predict that CC*s with intervening material, as in (4), should be more likely to have a complementizer. So (3) and (4) are already captured by processing-based accounts that also capture gradient differences in optional that likelihood in other environments. Therefore the examples hardly present evidence for an allomorphy account of optional that.
3
Note also that optional that does not exhibit unsystematic lexical gaps (another hallmark of allomorphy though not a necessary condition). While certain CC-embedding verbs have been claimed to require a complementizer, these verbs form systematic groups (defined by their semantics, e.g. manner of speaking verbs, and/or other properties, such as low subcategorization likelihood of a CC). Further potential evidence against an allomorphy account, comes from a phenomenon known as syntactic persistence, the tendency of speakers to re-use syntactic templates. Speakers are more likely to produce a CC*/RC* with that if they did so in preceding productions (Ferreira, 2003; Jaeger, 2006b) . Crucially, the same holds for CC*s/RC*s without that. Compared to a baseline without any preceding CC*/RC*, speakers are more likely to omit optional that if they did so in preceding productions (ibid). Syntactic accounts readily predict the syntactic persistence effect on optional that.
I tentatively conclude that available evidence favors syntactic variation accounts of optional that. This makes optional that an interesting test case for the question to what extent syntactic production is affected by different types of phonological OCP constraints.
3.
Segmental OCP Applied to language production, Phonology-Free Syntax (Zwicky, 1969) predicts that syntactic planning is not affected by phonological processing. So, under the assumption that optional that is a syntactic variation, no conditioning by phonological factors is expected. Next I describe how I use potential segmental OCP effects to investigate whether optional that is affected by segmental optimization.
A preference to avoid adjacent identical elements, the so-called Obligatory Contour Principle (henceforth OCP, Leben, 1973, inter alia) , has been documented for many levels of linguistic representation (for references and a brief overview, see Walter and Jaeger, to appear). The OCP does not only influence the organization of grammar, it also affects choice in spontaneous speech. For example, -t\d deletion in spontaneous speech is much more likely before and after segments that share place and/or manner of articulation with -t\d (Strassel, 2001 ), but it is not required in those environments. Frisch, Pierrehumbert, and Broe (2004:221) propose a unified account of gradient and categorical OCP effects, according to which the avoidance of adjacent similar elements eases processing.
As mentioned above optional that is correlated with processing complexity. Some researchers have argued that optional that serves to ease processing (Hawkins, 2004; Race and MacDonald, 2003) . In that case, optional that may also be used to avoid adjacent identical segments. Consider the following example: (5) Um, [ NP the kinds of jobs [ RC* that people need to be trained for now]] … In (5), the final segment immediately preceding the optional that is /s/. It shares its manner of articulation (fricative) with the adjacent segment of the optional that. Similarly, the first segment immediately following the optional that shares its manner of articulation with the last segment of that (plosive). Theoretically, speakers could use optional that to avoid segmental OCP effects in two ways. Speakers could omit optional that whenever including it would lead to shared place and/or manner of articulation with at least one surrounding segment, as in (5). Speakers may also insert optional that if surrounding segments were to have identical place and/or manner of articulation, as in the following example: (6) [ NP The guy [ RC* I saw yesterday]] … I conducted separate corpus-based studies on the CC* and RC* data sets to test both of these hypotheses.
3.1
Data and Method Given that I intend to test the effect of a phonological factor on optional that, a speech corpus was chosen as database. The Switchboard portion of the Penn Treebank corpora (release 3, Marcus et al., 1999) consists of 650 telephone dialogues on a variety of topics, yielding approximately 800,000 spoken words in over 100,000 turns. Using TGrep2 (Rohde, 2005) , 3,081 CC*s and 3,452 RC*s from the Switchboard were extracted. 4 All cases were annotated for a variety of factors known to influence optional that (for details, see Jaeger, 2006:Ch. 3 & 4) . After removing cases with incomplete variable information, the two databases contained 3,012 CC*s and 3,027 RC*s, respectively. About 32% of the CC*s and 41% of the RC*s in the database have optional that. These cases were coded for three types of potential segmental OCP effects on optional that. For each case, it was determined (a) whether the immediately preceding segment (usually the embedding verb for CC*s and the head noun for RC*s) shared place and/or manner of articulation with the first segment of optional that (henceforth SIMILAR PRECEDING SEGMENT); (b) whether the immediately following segment (usually the first word of the CC*/RC* subject) shared place and/or manner of articulation with the last segment of optional that (henceforth SIMILAR FOLLOWING SEGMENT); and (c) whether the preceding and following segment had identical place and/or manner of articulation (henceforth SIMILAR SURROUNDING SEGMENTS). Since the Treebank Switchboard is not phonetically annotated, the Carnegie Mellon Pronouncing Dictionary (v0.6) was used to map words to their phonological form. 5 The 39 phonemes used by the Carnegie Mellon Pronouncing Dictionary (for a description, see http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict) were divided into seven place categories ('alveolar', 'bilabial', 'dental', 'labio-dental', 'post-alveolar', 'velar', and 'vowel') and six manner categories ('approximant', 'lateral', 'fricative', 'nasal', 'plosive', and 'vowel'). Next I describe the distribution of the just mentioned phonological environment variables. Table 1 -2 (next page) summarize the distribution of SIMILAR PRECEDING SEGMENT in CC*s and RC*s, respectively. 'Same' and 'different' stands for 'same/different manner/place of articulation as the adjacent segment of that'. For CC*s, the preceding segment is always different in terms of its place of articulation, but there are 434 cases for which the preceding segment had the same manner of articulation as the first segment of that. For RC*s, identity in terms of the place of articulation is extremely rare, but the preceding segment frequently shares its manner of articulation with the first segment of that (869 cases). Table 3 -4 summarize the distribution of SIMILAR FOLLOWING SEGMENT in CC*s and RC*s, respectively. Absolute identity of preceding of following segments with potentially adjacent segments of optional that is extremely rare (see the 'same -same' cells in Table 1 -4) . This means there are not enough data to test the effect of segmental identity on optional that. There are, however, enough data to test whether segmental similarity affects optional that. Frisch et al. (2004) present convincing evidence that OCP effects are gradient. Speakers do not only avoid adjacent identical elements, they also disfavor adjacent similar elements. I coded segments as similar if either the place or the manner of articulation or both were identical with the adjacent segment of that. This method yields 434 CC*s and 873 RC*s with potential OCP effects of the preceding segment, as well as 163 CC*s and 75 RC*s with potential OCP effects of the following segment.
I also determined for each case whether the segment preceding the site of optional that shared place or manner of articulation with the segment following the site of optional that. Table 5 -6 summarize the distribution of SIMILAR SURROUNDING SEGMENTS for CC*s and RC*s, respectively. Here 'same' stands for identity in terms manner/place of articulation of the segment preceding that and the segment following that. As can be seen in Table 5 , there are 232 CC*s for which the segments surrounding the site of optional that are identical with regard to either place or manner of articulation, as well as 359 CC*s where the surrounding segments are identical with regard to both place and manner of articulation. Similarly, there are 253 RC*s for which the surrounding segments are identical with regard one feature of articulation (see Table 6 ), and 235 RC*s for which the surrounding segments are identical with regard to both place and manner of articulation. Given these numbers, it is possible to code potential OCP effects of the surrounding segments as a three-way variable ('identity of both articulatory features' vs. 'identity of one articulatory feature' vs. 'no identity'). If speakers omit optional that to avoid segmental OCP violations with the immediately preceding or following segment, optional that should be less likely if the segments was to share some articulatory feature with the adjacent segment of that. Also, if speakers insert optional that to avoid segmental OCP violations between the otherwise adjacent segments that immediately precede and follow the site of optional that, optional that should be more likely whenever those surrounding segments share at least one articulatory feature. Optional that should be most likely if those segments share both place and manner of articulation.
I present the results for CC*s and RC*s separately. In each case I start with simple omnibus tests. Then I present the results of regression analyses that control for other factors co-determining optional that. Table 7 shows that optional that is much less likely (33.6%) if the preceding segment is similar to the first segment of optional that than if it is not (27.4% optional that). This correlation of SIMILAR PRECEDING SEGMENT and optional that likelihood is significant in the direction predicted by segmental optimization (Fisher's Exact p < 0.02). There also is a significant dependencies between optional that likelihood and SIMILAR FOLLOWING SEGMENT (see Table 8 ), but the effect is the opposite of the one expected by segmental optimization (p < 0.0001). Finally, the effect of SIMILAR SURROUNDING SEGMENTS is hard to interpret. Overall, SIMILAR SURROUNDING SEGMENTS are associated with somewhat higher likelihood of optional that (p < 0.05), but the fact that similarity on only one dimension (MANNER or PLACE) is associated with a higher optional that likelihood than similarity on both dimension is unexpected. In sum, the initial Fisher Exact tests suggest a potential effect for SIMILAR PRECEDING SEGMENTs and maybe for SIMILAR SURROUNDING SEGMENTS.
CC* Results
To confirm the results with appropriate controls, SIMILAR PRECEDING SEGMENT, SIMILAR FOLLOWING SEGMENT, SIMILAR SURROUNDING SEGMENTS, and all control factors from Jaeger (2006:Ch. 3 & 4) were entered into an ordinary logistic regression model of optional that. 6 The only segmental OCP effect that remained in the model is an inconsistent effect of SIMILAR SURROUNDING SEGMENTS. While similarity in terms of either MANNER or PLACE is associated with a 1.9 times increase in optional that likelihood (coefficient's p < 0.0001), similarity in terms of both features is associated with a 1.2 times decrease in the optional that likelihood (p < 0.1; against the predictions of a segmental optimization account). The effect associated with SIMILAR SURROUNDING SEGMENTS is therefore likely to be due to confounded. In sum, the CC* results do not provide evidence for the use of optional that for segmental optimization.
3.3
RC* Results SIMILAR PRECEDING SEGMENTs and SIMILAR FOLLOWING SEGMENTs are associated with higher optional that likelihood (Fisher's Exact ps < 0.0001), contrary to the prediction of segmental optimization). The pattern for SIMILAR SURROUNDING SEGMENTS is again hard to interpret (see Table 12 ). While similarity of surrounding segments in terms of either MANNER or PLACE is associated with higher likelihood, similarity in terms of both MANNER and PLACE is associated with lower optional that likelihood than cases where the surrounding segments are dissimilar. If a simple measure of similarity (MANNER or PLACE identical?) is used, there is no dependency between SIMILAR SURROUNDING SEGMENTS and optional that likelihood (p > 0.4). In sum, prior to additional controls, the results do not suggest that optional that can be used for segmental optimization.
Logistic regression modeling (see footnote 6) revealed that most of the apparent effect are insignificant. The unexpected effect of SIMILAR PRECEDING SEGMENT, however, remains a significant factor in the opposite of the direction predicted by segmental optimization: A SIMILAR PRECEDING SEGMENT increases optional that likelihood by a factor of approximately 1.7 (p < 0.0001). In sum, again no evidence for the use of optional that for segmental optimization is found, but the significant effects in the unexpected direction will require further research before anything can be concluded with certainty. The available evidence, however, supports the Principle of Phonology-Free Syntax. Segmental optimization does not seem to affect (or at least not strongly affect) syntactic production. 
4.
Word Form OCP In Walter and Jaeger (to appear), we presented evidence that optional that is affected by a word form OCP effect. Speakers avoid double that sequences at the beginning of CC*s and RC*s by omitting optional that when the following word is a pronoun or determiner that (henceforth deictic that), as in (1b) If an optional that was to directly precede a deictic that, speakers are more than twice as likely to omit the optional that than if it was followed by the word the or this (ibid). This word form OCP effect is unlikely to be due to prescriptive rules or editing. In Walter and Jaeger, we found that double that sequences are avoided in spontaneous speech as much as in formal writing. However, our studies did not include other control factors known to influence optional that. Therefore I included a word form OCP factor in the same regression models also used in the previous section.
7 There was only enough data to test the word form OCP effects for CC*s: 213 CC*s in my database (7%) begin with a deictic that. After controlling for all other factors, optional that is about 1.9 times less likely then expected if producing it would result in a double that sequence.
The word form OCP effect may be taken as evidence of phonological conditioning of optional that. Given the principle of Phonology-Free Syntax, this would argue against syntactic accounts of optional that. However, the word form OCP effect could also be related to lexical retrieval. The variant of a CC*/RC* with optional that may make retrieval of a following deictic that more difficult due to interference at the lemma level (i.e. when retrieving the lemma information for deictic that). This slow-down associated with the processing of the variant with that may cause the variant without that to be chosen (see Ferreira and Dell, 2000) .
5.
Rhythmic Optimization Finally, I tested the effect of rhythmic optimizatoin on optional that. For all CC*s and RC*s, the syllable immediately preceding and following the site of optional that was classified as either carrying primary stress or not. 8 Given that optional that is hardly ever stressed (Jurafsky et al., 2001) it is likely that it is usually 7 All results presented in this paper come from the same two models (one for the CC* data and one for the RC* data) that contained all OCP factors discussed in Section 3 -5. For ease of presentation, I have chosen to present the results in separate sections. 8 Stress information was extracted from the Carnegie Mellon Pronouncing Dictionary (see Section 3.1). Personal pronouns, determiners, existential there, and prepositions were labeled as not carrying stress. There are two caveats to this procedure. First, the annotation does not reflect actual sentential stress but rather the potential of a syllable to receive sentential stress. Future work on prosodically annotated corpora is necessary to address this issue. Second, the distribution of stressed syllables is, unfortunately, somewhat correlated with the accessibility of the CC*/RC* subject (e.g. pronoun subject are unstressed and correlate with low relativizer likelihood). Although variation inflation factors did not indicate excessive colinearity (VIFs < 2.2), this confound has to be addressed in future work. included into one phonological phrase (e.g. a prosodic word) together with one of the words surrounding it. If speakers can use optional that to avoid stress lapses (adjacent unstressed syllables), optional that should therefore be dispreferred before and/or after unstressed syllables (depending on in which phrase the unstressed optional that would be included). Additionally, optional that maybe used to avoid a stress clash (adjacent stressed syllables).
The two stress factors (i.e. whether the preceding and following syllable are stressed) were entered into the regression model described in Section 3 (footnote 6). The results show that, both for CC*s and RC*s, only avoidance of lapses with following syllables seem to affect optional that likelihood. Optional that is about 2 times more likely before stressed syllables (coefficient's p < 0.0001 for CC*s; p < 0.012 for RC*s). No independent effect for the preceding syllable was found. This may indicate that optional that usually falls into the same phonological phrase as the first word following it. Preliminary support for this hypothesis comes from the fact that additional analyses revealed no evidence that speakers insert optional that even if this results in two adjacent stressed syllables. In other words, optional that seems to be entirely unaffected by the phonological properties of the preceding syllable. This would be expected if optional that is usually preceded by a prosodic break. Future research is necessary to determine whether this is the case.
8.
Conclusions Optional that is affected by avoidance of adjacent identical elements. While no evidence for segmental OCP effects on optional that were found, the word form OCP effect first reported in Walter and Jaeger (to appear) was confirmed after appropriate controls. Since the word form OCP effects may be mediated via the lemma stratum, the evidence is compatible with a syntactic variation account of optional that (Doherty, 2000; Ferreira and Dell, 2000, inter alia) as well as with the principle of Phonology-Free Syntax (Zwicky, 1969) .
Finally, I have presented evidence that speakers also use optional that for rhythmic optimization (the avoidance of adjacent stressed or unstressed syllables). This extends earlier results from laboratory experiments that constituent ordering is affected by rhythmic optimization (MacDonald et al., 1993) to optional mentioning of function words in spontaneous speech. This result, too, is compatible with both syntactic variation accounts and the principle of Phonology-Free Syntax as long as the latter is restricted to word-level phonology. As mentioned earlier, there is evidence that prosodic phonology forms an independent level of representation (see paper in Inkelas and Zec, 1990) . Furthermore, evidence from speech errors suggests that prosodic encoding precedes segmental encoding: segmental errors are often due to confusion of the target word with a rhythmically similar word, but stress assignment errors do not seem to be driven by segmental similarity between words (Cutler, 1980) . Interestingly, Zec and Inkelas (1990) discuss cross-linguistic evidence that leads them to propose that prosodic structure is the only phonological information syntax has access to. The results presented here are consistent with this proposal: syntax is phonology-free except for prosody.
